
  

 

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a hybrid system of SMS 

classification to detect spam or ham, using Naïve Bayes 

classifier and Apriori algorithm. Though this technique is fully 

logic based, its performance will rely on statistical character of 

the database.  Naïve Bayes is considered as one of the most 

effectual and significant learning algorithms for machine 

learning and data mining and also has been treated as a core 

technique in information retrieval. However, by applying 

user-specified minimum support and minimum confidence, we 

gain significant improvement on effective accuracy 98.7% from 

the traditional Naïve Bayes approach 97.4% experimenting on 

UCI Data Repository.   

 
Index Terms—Short message service (SMS), Naïve Bayes 

classifier, Apriori algorithm, spam, ham, minimum support, 

minimum confidence. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the mobile phone market is rapidly expanding and the 

modern life is heavily dependent on cell phones, Short 

Message Service (SMS) has become one of the important 

media of communications [1]. This media of communication 

has been considered as one of the fundamental and primitive 

way of connection for its cheapness, more convenient for 

advanced to novice users of cell phone, mobility, 

individualization and documentation.  The number of junk 

SMS is increasing day by day and according to Korea 

Information Security (KISA), this amount of junk SMS is 

more than the email spam. Besides this, the cell phone users 

in US got 1.1 billion spam SMS and Chinese users also 

received 8.29 spam SMS per week [2]. 

Constructing efficacious classification is one of the most 

challenging tasks in machine learning and data mining. 

Previously many techniques are invented, decision trees 

[Q92], k-NN [3], Neural Network [4], Centroid-based 

approaches [5], `SVM, Rocchio Classifier [6], Regression 

Models [5], Bayesian probabilistic approaches [7], inductive 
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rule learning, online learning [8], rule learning [CN89, C95] 

and Naïve Bayes classification [DH73]. Besides these there 

are some other systems C4.5 [Q92], CN2 [CN89], and 

RIPPER [c95] 

In the Naïve Bayes classification, all words a in a given 

SMS are considered as mutually independent. It is the 

simplest form of Bayesian network which can be interpreted 

as conditional independent [8]. In our proposed algorithm we 

have incorporated the frequent item idea which effectively 

increases the overall accuracy. We have not only considered 

each and every word as independent and mutually exclusive 

but also frequent words as a single, independent and mutually 

exclusive. The main contribution of this paper is better 

accuracy than the state of the art method of classifying text.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II addresses 

related work like how the SMS is classified to spam and ham 

by Naïve Bayes classifier. In Section III our proposed method 

is described. In Section IV the performance analysis of our 

suggested method is discussed. The last section addresses our 

conclusions and future work. 

 

II. BACKGROUND STUDY AND RELATED WORK 

There has been numerous numbers of studies on active 

learning for text classification using machine learning 

techniques [9]-[11], probabilistic models [12], [13]. The 

query by committee algorithm (Seung et al. 1992, Freund et 

al., 1997) used priori distribution than hypothesis. The 

popular techniques for text classifications are decision trees 

[14], [15], Naïve Bayes [14]-[16], rule induction, neural 

networks [14]-[16], nearest neighbors and later on Support 

Vector Machine [17]. Though there is lot of techniques and 

algorithms which have been proposed so far, the text 

classification is not yet accurate and faultless and still in 

demand of improvement.  

Two types of SMS classification exists in the current 

mobile phones and they are enlisted as Black and White [18]. 

These kinds of techniques are based on the previously known 

keywords and patterns. These techniques are currently 

available to the numerous number of cell phone operating 

systems. These techniques are also recalled as Spam SMS 

blocker in Google android phones and SMS spam runner in 

Symbian Operating Systems. As these techniques are based 

on limited number of keywords, the accuracy levels are not 

quite satisfactory as compared to human satisfaction. 

Naïve Bayes is one of the simplest probabilistic classifiers 

which are based on Bayes theorem with strong naïve 

independence assumption. This assumption treated each and 

every word as a single, independent and mutually exclusive. 

This model can be described as “Independent Feature Model” 

[9]. As the complexity for learning Bayesian Classifier is 
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colossal, there must be some ways which can reduce the 

complexity and thus Naïve Bayes classifier is introduced. 

The Naïve Bayes Classifier does this by making a conditional 

independence assumption that dramatically reduces the 

number of parameters to be estimated when modeling P(X|Y), 

from 2(2
n
 – 1) to just 2

n
 [14]. 

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm 

based on Bayes rule, that assumes all the attributes X1,…,Xn 

are conditionally and mutually independent given Y. The 

value of this assumption dramatically simplifies and reduces 

the complexity and representation of P(X|Y) [19] and the 

problem of estimating it from the training data. Considering 

the case where X = (X1, X2). 

 

P(X|Y) = P(X1, X2|Y)= P(X1|X2,Y)P(X2|Y) 

                 = P(X1|Y)P(X2|Y) 

 

This can be represented as 

 

P(X1…..Xn|Y) = ∏         
    

 

Let, Y is any discrete-valued variable and the attributes 

X1…Xn are any discrete or real valued attributes, the equation 

for the probability that Y will take the k
th

 possible value, 

according to Bayes rule, is 

 

P(Y=yk|X1….Xn) = 
                       

∑                       
 

 Assuming the Xi is conditionally independent given Y, the 

equation can be rewrite as  

P(Y=yk|X1….Xn) = 
         ∏            

∑         ∏            
 

 Let we have five SMSs and among them two messages 

are ham: “good.” And “very good.” and the rest of them are 

considered as spam: “bad.”, “very good”, “very bad.” and 

“very bad, very bad!” in Table I. However, for training the 

system construction of vector table is very important and 

need to train the system through the vector table. Initially we 

have only one feature extraction process which breaks down 

each SMS into individual words and produces 5 words by 

separating the words by space or comma(,) or full stop(.) or 

exclamatory sign(!). So after the feature extraction process 

the words become the word vocabulary: “good”, “very”, 

“bad”. 

TABLE I: VECTOR TABLE 

SMS  No. 

Type           Word attributes 

Good Very bad 

1 Ham 1 0 0 

2 Ham 1 1 0 

3 Spam 0 0 1 

4 Spam 0 1 1 

5 Spam 0 2 2 

 

As the Naïve Bayes is the probabilistic classifier, we don’t 

need to know the total number of words in each SMS, thus 

the vector table can be replaced by the word occurrence table 

which is demonstrated in Table II,  

TABLE II: WORD OCCURRENCE TABLE 

Word 

attributes 

Ham 

Occurrences 

Spam 

Occurrences 

good 2 0 

very 1 3 

bad 0 4 

Total 3 7 

 

So, after the construction of the table, if an unknown SMS 

suddenly needs to analyze whether it is spam or ham 

described as “good? bad! very bad boy!,”Then by applying 

the feature extraction process we have three words as the boy 

is not enlisted in the word occurrence table. So finally the 

words are: “good”, “very”, “bad,”Therefore, to classify the 

unknown incoming SMS we can demonstrate the Naïve 

Bayes classification as: 

 

                    

                   
                        

                     
                     
                          

 

Calculating the final probability of ham and spam we can 

finally make the decision of being ham or spam depending on 

their majority value. If the proportion of ham exceeds the 

proportion of spam, then it has a greater chance to be a “ham” 

and vice versa.  

Beside this, R. Agrawal and R. srikant[20], describes 

Apriori algorithm in their paper discovering association rules 

between items in a large database sales transactions. In our 

proposed algorithm we integrate these two concepts with 

little modification and adding with extra computation, which 

successfully produces better result than the state of art 

algorithm. 

 

III. OUR PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper we present a method to build a categorization 

system that integrates association rule mining with the 

classification problem [21]. However, we need to perform 

SMS collection, preprocessing, feature selection, vector 

creation, filtering process and updating the system. The 

whole overall process is described below, which significantly 

produces better result with adequate accuracy than the state 

of the art algorithm. There are several steps for text 

classification and each of them is discussed below: 

A. Loading Database 

This step collects various SMSs from different incoming 

messages and for our experiment we have collected data from 

UCI Machine learning repository “SMS Spam collection 

Data Set” which consists of 5574 SMSs of spam and ham. At 

the beginning, we have divided this database into two 

subclasses as collection of ham and spam. Initially we have 

considered the first 1000 lines only for our experiment only. 

B. Feature Extraction 

In the traditional Naïve Bayes approach, each and every 
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word is considered as an independent word. However, in our 

approach we have also considered words are independent to 

each other, but in modified concept. Additionally, we have 

also treated the high frequency words as a single and 

mutually independent also. As a simple example, let we have 

nine SMSs consisting of ham and spam. Among them five 

SMSs are considered as spam and the rest of them are ham. 

Spam SMSs are: “word1, word2, word5”, “word2, word3”, 

“word1, word3”, “word1, word3”, “word1, word2, word3”; 

similarly the ham SMSs are “word2, word4”, “word1, word2, 

word4”, “word2, word3” and  “word1, word2, word3, 

word5,”Considering the spam and ham SMSs we have built 

two separate databases. Now, by applying Apriori algorithm, 

we have separated the frequent individual items. However, 

considering the minimum confidence as 2 in spam SMSs, we 

have three different frequent items which are “word1, word2”, 

“word1, word3”, “word2, word3,”These words are 

considered as individual and single words. So after the 

feature extraction process for spam SMSs we have 7 words 

including the frequent items which are generated by the 

Apriori algorithm and these are: “word1”, “word2”, “word3”, 

“word5”, “word1, word2”, “word1, word3”, “word2, 

word3,”Similarly for ham SMSs database, we have 8 words 

as well and these are: “word1”,”word2”, “word3”, “word4”, 

“word5”, “word1, word2”, “word2, word3” and “word2, 

word4,” 

C. Vector Creation and Training 

Vector creation is an important factor for the Naïve Bayes 

classification system. A dataset is imbalanced if the 

classification categories are not approximately equally 

represented. As this procedure depicts the performance issue 

of the whole system, this is considered as the core part and 

influence the overall operation. We propose to use word 

occurrence table as its simple to demonstrate and use also. 

Let, we have SMS as “word1, word2, word2, word1, word3, 

word5” and we have high frequency words length as 3 which 

means three words together form a single word. First of all, 

we have to separate the unique words as “word1, word2, 

word3, word5,”Then, we have to make the combination of 

these words and this combination will be at most three words 

together as “word1, word2”, “word1, word3”, “word1, 

word5”, “word2, word3”, “word2, word5”, “word1, word2, 

word3”, “word1, word3, word5”, “word1, word2, word5”, 

“word2, word3, word5,”Then we have to count the 

frequencies of individual and high frequency words. 

According to the previous description, we have separated the 

dataset into two sub categories as spam and ham and thus 

create the vector table for spam SMSs only (see Table III and 

Table IV). 

 
TABLE III: VECTOR TABLE FOR SPAM SMS 

SMS  

No 

                   Word Attributes 

W1 W2 W3 W5 W1, 

W2 

W1, 

W3 

W2, 

W3 

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 

2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

3 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

4 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

TABLE IV: VECTOR TABLE FOR HAM SMS 

SMS 

No 

                       Word Attributes 

 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1,W2 W2,W3 W2,W4 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

 

So, after making the vector tables, we have formed the 

word occurrence table combined with spam and ham word 

frequencies as like bellow: 
    

 TABLE V: WORD OCCURRENCE TABLE 

Word 

attributes 

Ham 

occurrences 

Spam 

occurrences 

Word1 4 2 

Word2 3 4 

Word3 4 2 

Word4 0 2 

Word5 1 1 

Word1, word2 2 2 

Word1, word3 3 0 

Word2, word3 2 2 

Word2, word4 0 2 

Total 19 17 

D. Running the Naïve Bayes System 

After building the word occurrence table successfully, we 

will run the system to classify a SMS whether the SMS is 

spam or ham. Before having the classification of SMS using 

naïve Bayes, we should say how an individual SMS is 

processed for the system. Let, we have SMS: “word1, word1, 

word2, word2, word3,” Then we have to make all possible 

combination to form conjugal words i.e. high frequency 

conjugal words which have been processed and calculated by 

running the association rule mining technique Apriori 

algorithm. The maximum number of words that has formed 

the conjugal high frequency word would be the same as the 

training session example. Before going to have the 

combination, we need to separate the unique words as word1, 

word2, and word3. In the above example the all possible 

combinations would be “word1”, “word2”, “word3”, “word1, 

word2”, “word1, word3”, “word2, word3,”Here I haven’t 

made the words which are formed more than 2 words as there 

are no frequent words which are formed more than two words 

in the above frequency table. Since the Naïve Bayes classifier 

works on the probability of words, we have to calculate the 

probability in little bit different way. We will not only 

consider the individual words occurrence only, but also 

consider the high frequency conjugal words also. We also 

have to calculate occurrence of each individual words and the 

high frequency words which will make significant impact on 

the overall performance.  After having those values if we 
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observe that the probability of being ham is greater than the 

spam, then it could have more chance of being ham and vice 

versa. So, from the example we have demonstrated so far we 

can these following data: 

 

 Prior probability of ham P(ham) = 4/9 

 Prior probability of spam P(spam) = 5/9 

 Total number of vocabulary |v|= 9 

 Total number of ham words Nham = 19 

 Total number of spam words Nspam= 17 

 

Therefore, we can classify the SMS as:  

P(ham, word1, word1, word2, word2, word3) = P(ham) 

×P(word1|ham)
2 

× P(word2|ham)
2  

× P(word3|ham) × 

P(word1, word2|ham)
2   

× P(word1, word3|ham) × P(word2, 

word3|ham) 

P(spam, word1, word1, word2, word2, word3) = P(spam) 

×P(word1|spam)
2 

× P(word2|spam)
2  

× P(word3|spam) × 

P(word1, word2|spam)
2   

× P(word1, word3|spam) × P(word2, 

word3|spam). 

To obtain a better accuracy we have applied the Laplace 

estimator to avoid the zero probability for SMS. As we are 

already familiar with the prior probability of spam and ham, 

now we will compare with the individual probability factor of 

each and every words and high frequency words we 

mentioned earlier. 

 

P(word1|ham) = (4 + 1)/(19 + |v|) = 5/28 

P(word2|ham)= (3 + 1)/(19 + |v|) = 4/28 

P(word3|ham)= (4 + 1)/(19 + |v|) = 5/28 

P(word1, word2|ham)= (2 + 1)/(19 + |v|) = 3/28  

P(word1, word3|ham)= (3 + 1)/(19 + |v|)= 4/ 28 

P(word2, word3|ham)= (2 + 1)/(19 + |v|)= 3/28 

P(word1|spam) = (2 + 1)/(17 + |v|) = 3/26 

P(word2|spam)= (4 + 1)/(17 + |v|) = 5/26 

P(word3|ham)= (2 + 1)/(17 + |v|) = 3/26 

P(word1, word2|spam)= (2 + 1)/(17 + |v|) = 3/26 

P(word1, word3|spam)= (0 + 1)/(17 + |v|)= 1/26 

P(word2, word3|spam)=  (2 + 1)/(17 + |v|) = 3/26 

 

Finally applying these values the above equation we get,  

P(ham, word1, word1, word2, word2, word3) = 4/9 

×(5/28)
2 

× (4/28)
2  

× (5/28) × (3/28)
2   

× (4/28) × (3/28) = 

9.075049e -9 

 P(spam, word1, word1, word2, word2, word3) 

=(5/9)×(3/26)
2
×(5/26)

2
×(3/26)×(3/26)

2
×(1/26)×(3/26) 

=1.86481e-9  

 

Now by observing these values we can predict that the 

mentioned SMS has greater probability of being ham than 

spam. Besides this, we can use logarithm rule to have better 

precision and thus could avoid underflow problem as: 

 

log(αβ)  = log(α) + log(β) 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For our experiment we have used Intel Core
TM 

i5 machine 

with 3GB ram, the whole system is implemented by Java SE 

language and UCI data repository putting constraint 

minimum support value [22] 5, is used for training the system. 

Firstly we have considered the first 1000 lines of SMS of the 

database instead of considering the whole database for 

training and testing the system.  

We have segmented the database as follows. At first we 

train our system by first 900 SMSs and then test our system 

by next 100 SMSs, depicted in Table VI.  

We have done this procedure several times and produced 

better accuracy than the state of the art algorithm (Naïve 

Bayes Classifier). For the first iteration, we have considered 

1~900 SMSs as training data and 901~1000 SMSs as testing 

data. These procedure is again applied in the system and this 

time the training SMSs are 101~1000 and testing SMSs are 

1~100 SMSs. These procedures are repeatedly done for 10 

times. As we have noticed from the table, the overall 

accuracy is much better than the state of the art algorithm and 

significantly depicts steady performance and never degrades 

accuracy than the state of art algorithm. We also come to 

know from table that the improvement is made from the avg. 

accuracy 97.4% to 98.7%, which depicts 1.3% improvement 

than the traditional approach.  

 
TABLE VI: ACCURACY COMPARISON 

No. of Test 

SMSs 

Proposed 

System 

Accuracy 

(%) 

State of the art 

algorithm (Naïve 

Bayes Classifier) 

Accuracy (%) 

Difference 

(%) 

1~100 98.0 97.0 +1.0 

101~200 100.0 97.0 +3.0 

201~300 100.0     100.0   0.0 

301~400 98.0 97.0 +1.0 

401~500 100.0 99.0 +1.0 

501~600 99.0 99.0   0.0 

601~700 98.0 96.0 +2.0 

701~800 96.0 96.0   0.0 

801~900 99.0 96.0 +3.0 

901~1000 99.0 97.0 +2.0 

Avg. 

Accuracy 

98.7 97.4 +1.3 

 

  
Fig. 1. Numerical comparison between our system and state of art algorithm. 

 

Though training the system for the first time requires little 

bit more time than the state of the art, it increases the 

accuracy significantly in Fig.1. Once the system is trained, 

then classifying single SMS takes almost same time as the 

state of the art algorithm. In our system the avg. time which is 

needed for classifying the text is 0.13 sec, whereas the state of 

the art takes around 0.00007 sec. In blank eyes we hardly 

Proposed

System

Accuracy
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understand that our system slightly takes more times.   

V.
 

CONCLUSION
 

Automatic text categorization is the task of assigning level 

of different categorization. In our paper it’s between spam 

and ham and to make this procedure in reality we have 

incorporated Apriori algorithm with Naïve Bayes 

classification but in little bit modification. Although this 

technique is logic based, but the result id depended with 

dataset. By applying our strategy we depicted significant 

improvement than the state of the art algorithm. Our 

supervised machine learning system for handling and 

organizing spam system and by performing our proposed 

strategy this SMS spam detection technique have reached 

accuracy levels that can outperform even the state of the art 

algorithm. 
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